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204 /. Hall on the (renus Archimedes or Fenestella.
h

1

ih all the essential diaracterSj the foliate expansions of ArcM*

medes^ correspond to Fenestella^ according to the extended descrip*

tion of this genus given hy Mr, Lonsdale, and in detached frag-

ments it cannot generally be distinguished from other forms of

the same genus. Some of the species have more than a double

row of cells on the branches, and correspond to the genus Poly-

pora of McCoy, but nevertheless this character is found in true

xenestell£e as above cited.

The mode of growth therefore, constitutes the only reliable

character for separating Archimedes from Fenestella^ and should

this be hereafter considered of sufficient importance, I propose to

retain the original name of Lesueur, " Archimedes," for fossils

ha^dng this character.

Dr. D. D. Owen has several times alluded to '* Archimedes" in

his various reports; and in a paper published in the American

Journal of Science and Arts, vol. xliii, p. 19, he gives a figure of

one of the species as the "Archimedes of Lesueur," but suggests

that it may be only a new species of Retepora. This figure of

-Dr. Owen is of a large species ; but being merely the spiral axis

it furnishes no character for specific identification. It retains the

thickened base of the foliate expansion, and where this is broken

through presents the irregularly cellular structure common to the

axis of all the species.

This structural character or the remains of the fenestrules on

the edge of the spire, as seen in the figure, have been mistaken

by M. D'Orbigny for the animal cells, and upon this character he

proposes a new genus Archimedtjpora having the cells arranged

upon the salient angles of the spiral band, and places the fossil

in the Devonian system. It is scarcely necessary to say that no

such fossil is known in the Devonian system in this country, tip

to the present time.

The description of M. D'Orbigny is as follows: "cellules

longues placecs aux angles saillents d'une spirale autour d'une

tige allong^."

It is quite unnecessary to say that the " Aixhimedes^^ of the

CaTboniferous limestones exhibit no characters corresponding to

this description, and the palaeontologists of our country who are

disposed to adopt the name Archimedipora will do well to com*

pare the generic characters given by M. D'Orbigny with the fossil

itself.

For descriptions of several species of this genus see proceed-

ings of the American Association for the Advancement of Sci-

ence, Meeting of 1856.
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